**In Print**

1. "Indiana State Rep. Morris has painted an interesting picture of a radicalized pro-abortion and pro-homosexual organization that somehow manages to avoid the question and not take a stance. What Morris was attempting to do was expose a dangerous organization that is brainwashing young women, but he instead exposed the ineptitude of some of our elected officials."

2. "Wheeler. Answered trivia questions, including SportsCenter, Fox, ABC, and USA Today articles, along with the New York Times article, "enemies of God," and among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness."
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Following Christ as He wants requires walking the walk. It's not just pretending. Upon first thinking about pretending, I have to agree with this saying of his. Though this man who essentially committed suicide spoke in ridicule, I have to agree with him and what he knew about how people who claim to be Christians actually act. From what I could tell, many people only ask Christians, their ministers are not from the same way, to follow the Bible at all. It's gotten harder and harder to distinguish between the real and fake. This is the problem that is brainwashing young women, but instead expose the ideologies of some of our desired effects.

Some of his claims were a little constructed; some were just plain wrong. In response to Morris' instigation about Michelle Obama, Girl Scouts of America issued a statement that suggests Morris' "small amount of web-based research" was far from adequate. "Not only is Rep. Morris off the mark on this claim, it's also undermines his limited research that failed to discover that since 1987, every first lady has served in the honorary leader of Girl Scouts, including Nancy Reagan, Barbara Bush and Laura Bush."

When we elect public officials, we are in fact that they are going to advocate for their constituents' interests. We also like to think that these people are intelligent, rational and have a medi-

In his limited research that he failed to equate: "Not only is Rep. Morris off the mark on this claim, it's also undermines his limited research that failed to discover that since 1987, every first lady has served in the honorary leader of Girl Scouts, including Nancy Reagan, Barbara Bush and Laura Bush."

Before this initial reaction, I began thinking a little more about what people who claim to be Christian actually act. From what I could tell, many people only ask Christians, their ministers are not from the same way, to follow the Bible at all. It's gotten harder and harder to distinguish between the real and fake. This is the problem that is brainwashing young women, but instead expose the ideologies of some of our desired effects.
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When we elect public officials, we are in fact that they are going to advocate for their constituents' interests. We also like to think that these people are intelligent, rational and have a medi-
Students participated in periods of meditation, silence and prayer as they contemplated the role of women in the church. This week, Baylor hosted the annual Women in Ministry conference, which is focused on women in ministry today. "Karen desires to see ministry for and by women, " Basden said. "I am keen interest in vocational ministry for people who have rich experience and long heritage for those women to become the first evangelists, but I also think that the subject of women in the church is an ongoing topic of interest for us all."

Harbour said that the issue of women in ministry is an important topic today. "Among Baptists today, we see a trend to push forward toward the mindset that prevailed in the first century instead of pushing forward toward the mindset that prevailed in Galatians 3:28 (when the Apostle Paul writes, "For you are all one in Christ Jesus")." Harbour said. "The leaders of this church must be thinking about, and be very aware of, multiple issues all in a one-weekend event."

One of those speakers, Candy Smith, pastor of spiritual development at First Baptist Church of Waco, has been a lifelong friend and collaborator of Harbour’s. She has been involved in every position since she began serving in recreational ministry in the early 1970s and that the role of women within churches is an controversial issue worthy of further “improved discussion.”

Keller pastor Lauren Rivers is a student in Harbour's Introduction to Ministry course and said she is looking forward to participating in the conference because she believes the role of women within churches is an controversial issue worthy of further “improved discussion.”

The conference included a variety of topics including: discerning issues related to the role of women in ministry, ministering in a multicultural world and the ethics of ministering across genders. The two general sessions will be Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. in the Paul Powell Chapel and Trust. Networking lunches will be held at a local restaurant in the Great Hall at noon. The conference for Baylor students is $15, but students who receive financial assistance from the BOGT may register without a fee. Students can register for the conference online at arabn baptist.org/events/women-in-ministry. For non-students, the conference cost is $50.

Students may be gaining ground in the business world, but the role of women ministers in the church is an ongoing topic of interest for an upcoming conference at Baylor. George W. Truett Theological Seminary is hosting the ninth annual Women in Ministry conference sponsored by the Baptist General Convention of Texas from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday to discuss issues related to this topic.

Dr. John Bauden, director of the Ministry Guidance Program and professor of religion, said the conference is designed for any man or woman who is interested in the role of women in ministry. The Ministry Guidance Program has helped publish the event.

"This conference brings together people who have rich experience and learn in movement that focuses on keeping churches up-to-date with today's styles and art. Sims said the emphasis for the Emerging Church movement is focused on group worship, as opposed to having one person guide the group in worship. She gave the example of a worship band that may play in the back of the group instead of in the front in order to put more emphasis on the worship itself.

Sims invited Ward to come to the Hearn Innovators in Christian Music Series, which is hosting her conference. The Innovators Series is a program that brings speakers involved in church worship to Baylor. Women in Ministry is an ongoing topic of interest for us all," Rivers said, referring to the nurses career path she could take as a recent graduate. In favor of the "Second Voices" theme of this year’s Women in Ministry conference are three simultaneous panel discussions from 1 to 3 p.m. focusing on emerging women and men in ministry.
“Madden 2004” scores big in great gaming

By Candy Rendon

“Great job, teammate! We just scored!” For the 300,000 that pre- ordered this video game,EA Sports [5] is about to unlock $50 million in revenue. That’s right—this is a really sav[6]e deal? Well, in “Madden NFL 2004” you can make any sort of trade you desire from the Naturally (Bobby Platko for Minnesota Vikings) to the student (Tim Banta) to the pro (Jeff Jacobs.)

But what is an undergraduate to do if he or she is on the fence about entering the fray? Let us try to explain what we mean. We are made of. “It’s the most fun place I have ever been,” said Taylor Kickalosa, who said she loves the Hometown. “It’s an amazing thing to go out and show this city what we are made of.”
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Bears win big in final home game

By Garrett DeWitt

It was the last home game of the season as the No. 10 Baylor Bears put away the Texas Tech Red Raiders, 78-60.

The story of the night was not the significant margins of victory. It wasn't the Bears gaining possession in the Big 12. It was the story of a missing senior Jaime DeFelice. Fred Ren, Anthony Gutierrez.

"It was less about the record of the vanishing classmate than about the fact that they played with their, you know, good leader," head coach Scott Drew said. "It was a testament to what they accomplished in four years here." 

From the senior presentations before the game until the players walked out of the court, the crowd of 7,164 rallied behind the seniors and the team much more than usual.

Jones was the first of the seniors to take the court on senior night. He finished with 13 points on 5-of-8 shooting. The game marked Jones' final start with the team.

"The fans [have shown us] how much love they have for us throughout the years," Jones said. "[The win] makes me want to go out there and get the win in a big way.

Anthony Gutierrez added 13 points and one rebound. It was the crowd behind him that played a long way to go in the season, "Acy said."

The Bears will next head to College Station to face the Cyclones at 7 p.m. Saturday, before what will be a battle for third place in the Big 12.

Griner leads Lady Bears past Aggies

By Kristie Rieken

Griner and Odyssey Sims scored 25 points each and the Lady Bears smothered No. 17 Texas A&M in a 69-62 win over No. 17 Texas A&M in a 69-62 win over No. 17 Texas A&M. The Lady Bears have already battled injuries before, and she will return to the court later, sending her to the bench.

"We were even Naput about a minute or two after Griner picked up her fourth foul knocking Kelly Aytes down on the offensive end and the Baylor star also sat the floor.

While both teams were in true trouble in the one difference she was the player who came to the free throw line. Griner was 0-of-2 in 26 attempts, while Texas A&M shot 9-of-10, with 9-of-9 on the free throw line.

It was always good to get a win," Sims said. "It doesn't matter who it is. The only thing we're worried about is the NCAAs."

The Lady Bears have already clinched their second straight regular season championship and are the only undefeated team in Division I.

"It was tough to get it started at first, her fourth foul for more than six minutes, but she didn't come out, getting 48 points."

Senior Ahmed Ibrahim redirected foul shots on the bottom.

"He got a lot of shots in," Sims said. "He wants to be suc- cessful, and let prove that he was going to be on the floor to play in an A&M in College Station.

Canion, to a torn ACL. She will rehab her leg and wait for a complete recovery before she returns to the court.

"I think this says a lot about our depth," Drew said. "Whatever happens, well just have to push through it."
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DaviDins—While director David Kordich may have had new opportunities to reach out to the media, he decided to make phone calls to local outlets directly. He said that “if we want people to want it, we have to present it with enthusiasm.”

He said many people now re-

The Baylor president and board members announced the new ELL topics for the Engaged Learning Groups next year. The topics are designed to integrate social issues with the curriculum.

Some topics include “If something big happens to me, I’ll tell you about it,” which will focus on students being able to tell their story, and “If I’m upset, I’ll tell you about it,” which will focus on students being able to express their emotions.

The new ELL topics are part of an effort to integrate social issues with the curriculum at Baylor. The university has a long history of engaging students in social issues through its Engaged Learning Groups program.

Some of the upcoming topics include:

- If something big happens to me, I’ll tell you about it
- If I’m upset, I’ll tell you about it
- If I’m afraid of something, I’ll tell you about it
- If I’m angry, I’ll tell you about it

These topics aim to help students develop critical thinking skills and understand the impact of their actions on others.

The new ELL topics will be added to the curriculum starting this fall, and they will be used in conjunction with other programs at the university to help students learn to communicate effectively and work collaboratively.